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L.A. Rays by Freeway Eyewear
PHOTO: Joshua White

2013
Early Sunday Morning, 2013, Rented cinema props and Sky Backdrop, Acrylic on canvas
Dimensions variable. Exhibition view, Gagosian Gallery, Rome, 2013
PHOTO: Matteo D’Eletto

THE USUAL SMOKE and clamor are notably absent from

Normcore explores the cultural imaginary of this everyday, free-and-

the bar, a habitual artists’ haunt that today remains largely empty.
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As nightlife goes, seven in the evening might as well be early morn-

the silhouetted profile of his own face into a ubiquitous corporate

ing. When Alex Israel arrives, he is not wearing what one would

logo for his “Self-Portraits” series. Israel is heating up; on May 12 this

call formal dress. T-shirt, jeans, hoodie, sunglasses; if it’s cold out,

year, his painting Sky Backdrop (2012) went for a staggering price of

maybe add a baseball jacket—an image search of the artist online

over USD 1,000,000 at Christie’s. Born in 1982, Israel graduated with

usually turns up this familiar ensemble. Today, he chooses a white t-

a bachelor’s degree from Yale in 2003 and a master’s from the Uni-

shirt, white shorts, and gray sneakers, on the verge of “Normcore” (a

versity of Southern California Roski School of Fine Arts in 2010, the

style delineated by artist-operated trend forecasting agency K-Hole,

same year he founded his sunglasses company, Freeway Eyewear.
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The Bigg Chill, 2013, Marble and styrofoam cup, 22 x 9 x 9 cm
PHOTO: Hans-Georg Gall

Other than his years spent on the east coast as an undergradu-

tion company, founded in 1903, are mostly monochromes in various

ate, Israel has always lived in Los Angeles. It was there, in 1987,

shapes executed in acrylic, typically warm color gradients in which
brilliant reds and oranges frequently appear. In addition to rectan-

As a boy, his daily routine included a visit to the shop for a snack.

gles, there are circles, ovals, and even arch shapes in homage to LA’s

Though the business was later sold, prolonged early exposure to

Spanish revival architecture. The artist requests that the Warner
Bros. signature mark appear on each of the works. In these ways, the

today. This is Israel ’s form of “sublimated eating,” Jacques Derrida’s

collaboration goes beyond the roving state of the post-studio; Israel’s

metaphorical appropriation of the act of swallowing food, which

practice is built on a foundation collectively formed by his own individual logic colliding with the endless production of images native
to commercial media space—where individual privacy is, conversely,

remarks. His work The Bigg Chill

nowhere to be found. This is not a simple processing of materials,
-

Both monochromatic objects—one light, one heavy; one soft, one

ence. Warner Bros. has even placed the logo for Israel’s work on its

hard—have extremely long shelf-lives. “I want to see which one

own products.

stands the test of time,” he says.

In Israel’s ongoing “Property” series, he juxtaposes a range of

Israel’s practice picks and chooses its material from the visual

-

and cultural resources of LA, very much including that famed place

jects from prop houses: a plastic swan, a unicycle, a statue, a punch-

of mass exports, mainstream ideology, and apocalyptic imagination:
Hollywood. The visual language of the dream factory is a narra-

chair, a jukebox, an acoustic guitar, a ship’s wheel, a classical Western

tive template for the world, from utopia to wasteland. Cooperating

sculpture. Not only producing a kind of visual tension, the composi-

extensively with Warner Bros., the artist does not actually have his

tion of props on backdrops also momentarily constitutes a new entity

own studio, a situation that, intentionally or not, corresponds to

all its own. The paintings in the background and the props in the

John Baldessari’s LA-centric conception of “post-studio practice.”

foreground, for the time that they share the same space, form a geo-

But Israel’s particular post-studio is more than working on a laptop

metric landscape of positive and negative forms.

at Starbucks—it is clear that his collaborator is the markedly more

These props hail from all kinds of films with various histori-

powerful party. Daniel Buren, in his essay “The Function of the Stu-

cal backgrounds made for screens in all kinds of cultural contexts,

dio” (1971), writes that the studio is a private space, an ivory tower;

so the prop houses that collect and store them are visual heteroto-

-

pias. In the space of a single prop house appear visual symbols that

works and boundaries come into view in the genesis of a series. The

could not, in terms of temporal logic, ever appear at the same time.

architectural features of the studio are broadly commensurate with

American glass kitchenware from the 1930s, a mobile phone from

the exhibition venue of the museum or gallery. Israel’s “Sky Back-

the 1990s, nineteenth-century antique fabrics from Europe, and Af-

drop” paintings are actually painted by a Warner Bros. scenic artist;

rican tribal masks: they all sit together, neatly ordered atop rows and

its light blues and pinks present a sleepy LA sky at dusk. Warners’s

rows of shelves. Because the materials for the “Property” series are

trademark movie backdrop is, likewise, a dreamy vast blue sky. The
144

Berlin, Rome, Beijing, and several other cities. All of the libraries are
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2010
“Property” (Diana and Venus), Both 2010, Rented cinema props,
Dimensions variable. Exhibition view, OCMA Biennial, 2010
PHOTO: Joshua White

2010
“Property” (Spinster and Bachelor), Both 2010, Rented cinema
props, Dimensions variable. Exhibition view, MFA thesis exhibition at
USC Roski School of Fine Arts, 2010
PHOTO: Joshua White

strikingly similar, aside from Rome’s Cinecittà—a studio established

Totality and Infinity; the contours of a face put up significant resistance, reducing a person to a kind of vassal of interrelation. Like it

of Italian cinema, and, later, a frequent filming site for Federico

or not, the face makes us aware of the inevitable differences between

Fellini, who shot La Dolce Vita (1960) and Satyricon (1969) there. Because this particular studio’s props house maintains an abundance

faces, with their variegated streaks and blotches of color and dis-

of classically themed items, the majority of the work in Israel’s ex-

torted brushstrokes, that trigger the distinction between the “head”

hibition at the Museo Civico Diocesano di Santa Maria dei Servi in

and the “face”; the theorist posits that the head is an animal spirit,

Italy’s Umbria region resembled classical sculpture, aligning nicely

adjunct to the body, whereas the face is merely a spatial structure

with the venue. One incarnation of the “Property” series arose out of

covering the head. The face is the only outward incarnation we have.

a particularly special collaboration, when what was placed in front of

Israel turns his own face into a symbol—a commercial logo that he

the pink sunset of a “Sky Backdrop” was none other than Koons’s gi-

reproduces on an industrial scale for his “Self-Portrait” series. With

gantic orange easter egg with a big pink bow on top. Recently, Israel

“Self-Portrait,” he throws his own unique visage into the world of un-

has set to work trying to independently implement the same sense of

limited commercial production. The series is produced in acrylic and

instability the combinations of “Property” produce. His work Maltese
Falcon (2013) centers an appropriated statue of the Maltese falcon—
trademark silhouette at the opening of Alfred Hitchcock’s television

146

niche cut into a backdrop painting, a compositional relationship eas-

program, Alfred Hitchcock Presents, once achieved similar results, rep-

ily associated with the Spanish colonial architectural style of LA.

resenting the gradual transition in capitalist society from uniqueness

Philosophers often use the face as a metaphor for absolute alter-

in its own right to uniqueness as a subject of copyright. Israel admits

ity. Emmanuel Levinas holds that the face “orders and ordains” us,

that the “Self-Portrait” series is indeed inspired, at least in part, by

and that the existence of asymmetry in ethical and social relations

the Hollywood godfather of suspense. A new branch of the series

stems from this reality. A face can “guarantee itself,” as he writes in

combines visuals of the LA coast with the artist’s face: a layered com14 7

2012
Exhibition view, Museo Civico Diocesano di Santa Maria dei Servi, Città
della Pieve, Umbria, Italy, 2012
PHOTO: Ornella Tiberi

Israel constructed with a stage backdrop in the form of an archshaped monochrome produced by the artist. So far 33 episodes have
duction. Television talk shows have a history dating back almost as
far as TV itself. They are a beloved product of the medium, thanks
to their low production cost and the added bonus of celebrity guests.
For most talk shows, the host is the home-court captain, controlling
the atmosphere, the rhythm of the show, the choice of visiting guests,
and modes of interaction. Most importantly, he is a spokesperson for
the audience. At times friendly and at times vitriolic, the host is the
embodiment of some imagined attentive force. He adeptly guides
fully follows. Most dialogues on talk shows are rehearsed. Even when
bination of an empty symbol with the textures of the beach culture

guest and host are diametrically opposed in their views, this tension,

aesthetic in which Southern California takes pride. Together, the two

too, is likely choreographed well in advance. Though “As It LAys”
mimics the aesthetics of a 1990s American talk show, Israel does

capitalism’s constant state of image production.

not plan out the content of his dialogues ahead of time. Instead, he

What do Marilyn Manson, Christina Ricci, Oliver Stone, Vi-

draws questions at random from a pile of scraps of paper: “Do you

Among other things, they are all guests on Alex Israel’s video inter-

-

view series “As It LAys,”—and they all reside in LA. For the artist,
they have contributed something important to LA culture. “As It
148

deadpan expression and dark sunglasses form a sort of wall, causing
14 9

2012
AS IT LAYS with Molly Ringwald, Live performance presented by
MOCA Los Angeles, 2012
PHOTO: Stefanie Keenen

2012
AS IT LAYS with Laird Hamilton, Live performance presented by
MOCA Los Angeles, 2012
PHOTO: Stefanie Keenen

2012
AS IT LAYS, 2012, Video set. Exhibition view, “Alex Israel,”
Le Consortium, Dijon, 2013
PHOTO: Zarko Vijatovic

some of his guests to feel uneasy. Many are past the peaks of their careers and have already withdrawn from the spotlight, but still harbor

people notice the anxious ticks of talk show guests. But “As It LAys”

hopes of attracting public attention. Unfocused dialogue and an er-

relaxes television’s typically rigid emphasis on formulaic transitions

ratically whimsical host leave interviewees in the dark, unsure which

in rhythm and points of discussion; the content of the dialogue is

side of themselves to lead with.

similarly out of step. Its lukewarm pace is precisely opposed to the
kind of visual spectacle so beloved by the entertainment business.
Filming the “As It LAys” series, Israel wears pieces from the
two lines of his own sunglass brands: Freeway and L.A. Rays. Sunglasses are an important accessory of celebrity culture, masking not
only tired eyes but also feeling hearts—preventing any hint of a true
emotional state accidentally slipping out through the windows to the

focus; to concentrate the limited attention we have, we must concert-

1989
·

·

soul. On the other hand, sunglasses also limit the both the visibility

edly blur and neglect other information. House lights are turned
provide, Israel’s sunglasses combine the sense of isolation generated
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Frameworks are designed for the audience’s wandering minds; new

by this paradigm with geographic context. All of the models in the

methods are created to reinvest attention in the immediate environ-

Freeway line are named for the major roads of LA. L.A. Rays, by

11

contrast, consists of repurposed vintage sunglasses the artist found
currency of consumer society, and the audience is tamed by this
economy of attention as it is orchestrated by mass media. The view-
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Self-Portrait (Paradise Cove), 2014, Acrylic and bondo on fiberglass, 175 x 152 cm
PHOTO: Jason Mandella

by his project, just as buying and displaying a brand-name product

tory of painting, accompanied by the wide variety of disputes in both

-

-

sage. Israel has recently embarked on a collaboration with the pro-

ness of the painting surface and the depth of the painter’s conscious-

ducer of Baywatch
developing a sunblock and wetsuit company: Southern California
the point of bursting, the elements comprising “Property” press
Framing is the major keyword for Alex Israel’s artistic prac-

against one another with evenly distributed, forceful tension; there is

tice. Fellow LA artist Elad Lassry explores the materiality of photographic imagery in his work: his photographs rarely exceed the

the shape of the other. Paintings not only serve as backgrounds for
-

images serving as a kind of sensory data. The way an image is

jects, forming positive and negative spaces. The same thing occurs in

physically framed communicates information, and this informa-

Israel’s choice of names for his sunglasses, which serve as geographic

tion opens up a particular sensory door for the viewer. The framed

metaphors: sunglasses and freeways, molding and pushing back on

edges of Lassry’s works are often the same colors as the images

one another with equal force.

themselves, bringing to life the parallax between the physical and

Driving a car, it becomes an extension of the body. But, wrapped

conceptual natures of the image. The frames of Israel’s artistic

up in this hermetically sealed moving space, our senses are amputated. High speeds inevitably turn our engagement with roadside

the sunglasses he manufactures are a barrier to interaction between

scenery into a passive experience. We look out from the frames of the
car windows, but the speed at which we move swallows up our experience, and holds us at a distance from what we see. Car culture is part

the camera aperture is a frame. When photographed, his props

and parcel of a sense of isolation native to the cityscape—the impor-

-

tance of cars to LA’s polycentric urban environment goes without say-

erted on Israel’s work by the meticulous handiwork of Hollywood-

ing. With their distinctive imagery, Israel’s frames allow these kinds

generated images could be called a sort of framing: when Israel

of Los Angeles contradictions to play off of one another. In his work,

draws on Hitchcock, turning his face into a logo, he challenges the

they bolster and wrestle with one another, forming a kind of Maran-

mainstream consciousness that frames the art scene and weakens

goni effect in which the tension between the two forms allows them

individual identity by putting emphasis primarily on the expres-

to exchange shape and position. The foam of the frame maintains

sive power of art. Even the provisional backdrop he builds for “As It

the thin barrier that rests between them, but, in another instance

LAys” is a frame drawing the eye to the celebrity guest of the day.

of sublimated eating, they create a new and different shared space

Frames are often associated with restriction. One imagines the

together as they take each other in. Many elements of Israel’s work—

gridded shelves on which products hang in a supermarket, where the

the celebrities on his talk show, the movie props, the paintings—are

-

like actors, performing on stage. When it’s showtime, a temporary

stant rotation—while the structure in which they move remains still.

framework appears in which they support one another and coexist.
ness of post-illusionistic modernist painting betrayed the depths of

well as the utilitarian, physical properties with which they would be
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